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The full three-dimensional structure of Ag-intercalated molybdenum disulfide has been experimentally
determined. The atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis technique has been employed because of
the very limited structural coherence in this nanocrystalline material. We found that at the atomic scale, this
compound can be well-described as an assembly of anionic MoS2 slabs encapsulating the Ag+ ions. Silver is
found in an almost linear coordination of two sulfur atoms at 2.41 and 2.46 Å. The molybdenum atoms
engage in strong metal-metal bonding giving rise to Mo-Mo zigzag chains within the MoS2 slabs. This
study demonstrates the effectiveness of PDF technique in determining the structure of poorly diffracting,
heavily disordered, and nanocrystalline materials. The new structural information obtained for AgxMoS2 could
not have been obtained by any other currently available technique.

Introduction

The exfoliation of MoS2 into nanosheets using its lithiated
form, LiMoS2

1, marked a turning point in the utility of this
material as an intercalation host for a large variety of species.1-3

The intercalation into MoS2 is thus a multistage process: first,
lithium is inserted in pristine 2H-MoS2 and the resulting
LiMoS2 is exfoliated into a colloidal suspension by reacting
with water. Then, appropriate chemical species are added into
the suspension, and finally, the MoS2 layers are restacked with
the chemical species included. This “soft chemistry” (chimie
douce4) process can be called “encapsulative restacking”, and
several hybrid systems such as polymer-MoS2,2,5 Al13O4(OH)24-
(H2O)12-MoS2,6 Co6Q8(PR3)6-MoS2 (Q ) S, Se, and Te, and
R ) alkyl),7 AgxMoS2,8 and HgxMoS2

9 have been prepared
through this route. Alternatively, in the absence of a “guest”
species, the restacking process results in so-calledr-MoS2, which
has been shown to be a slightly reduced material (e.g., LiMoS2

or HxMoS2 depending on pH withx < 0.1).10 In all cases, the
products have low dimensional layered structures, poor crystal-
linity, and disorder that make it difficult to solve their structure
through traditional crystallographic techniques including
Rietveld refinement. Local probe techniques such as extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) can provide useful
local structure information but do not allow a complete three-
dimensional (3D) structure determination.8,9,11 The structures
of LiMoS2 and restacked WS2 were recently determined with
the atomic pair distribution function (PDF) technique.12,13

Restacked WS2 was found to possess zigzag W-W chains with
very short,< 2.8 Å, W-W bonds.13 On the other hand, LiMoS2
(precursor to exfoliation) was found to exhibit an interesting

clustering of Mo atoms into chains of Mo4-diamond-shaped
tetramers.12b The PDF technique proved successful because it
utilized all components of the diffraction data including Bragg
as well as diffuse scattering and thus reflected both the average
atomic structure and the local deviations from it. This is in
contrast to the traditional crystallographic techniques, which rely
on sharp Bragg peaks alone,14 and thus give information only
about the average structure.

Recently, a Ag-intercalated MoS2 (Ag-MoS2) phase was
prepared and studied by EXAFS.8a The study concluded that
the Ag atoms are coordinated by two S atoms at 2.43 Å. Also,
it suggested that MoS2 layers are very likely to be a mixture of
the so-called 1T-MoS2 and 2H-MoS2 phases. However, the
full 3D structure has not been determined and remains an
outstanding issue because Ag-MoS2 is too disordered and
poorly diffracting to lend itself to the traditional techniques of
structure determination. In the present study, we employ the
PDF technique to determine the structure of Ag-MoS2. We
find that the structural coherence of Ag-MoS2 is limited only
to ∼25 Å, and in this sense, the material is deemed nanocrys-
talline. Nevertheless, it has a well-defined 3D atomic ordering
featuring zigzag chains of distorted MoS6 octahedra and
pseudolinear AgS2 units. No impurity 2H-MoS2 phase was
found. This atomic arrangement can be fully described by a
monoclinic unit cell with four formula units of Ag0.4MoS2.
Knowledge of the structure at the level of detail achieved in
this work is important to facilitate a better understanding and
even utilization of the material’s properties.

Experimental Section

Sample Preparation.The sample was prepared through an
exfoliation/restacking route that is similar but not identical to
the method used in the previous EXAFS study.8a First, LiMoS2

was prepared by reacting pristine MoS2 with excess LiBH4
15

that was then exfoliated by soaking in deionized water. The
colloidal MoS2 was thoroughly washed with water to remove
LiOH. Ag+ ions were inserted between the MoS2 slabs by
adding AgNO3 into the solution. The product was isolated by
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filtration, washed with water, and finally dried under vacuum.
The stoichiometry of the material was determined by microprobe
energy dispersive spectroscopic (EDS) analysis and found to
be Ag0.4MoS2.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Experiments. The XRD measure-
ments were carried out at the SRI-CAT 1-ID beam line at the
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne. The sample was carefully
packed between Kapton foils to avoid texture formation and
subjected to measurements with X-rays of energy 80.725 keV
(λ ) 0.1534 Å). The higher energy X-rays were used to extend
the region of observable reciprocal space (i.e., to obtain data at
higher wave vectorsQ), which is important for the success of
PDF analysis. Scattered radiation was collected with an intrinsic
germanium detector coupled to a multichannel analyzer. Several
runs were conducted, and the resulting XRD patterns were
averaged to improve the statistical accuracy and to reduce any
systematic effect due to instabilities in the experimental setup.
The XRD pattern obtained was plotted in Figure 1a as a function
of the wave vectorQ. Only a few Bragg-like peaks were
observed at low values ofQ. These peaks were considerably
broadened and already merged into a slowly oscillating diffuse
component at approximately∼8 Å-1. Such a pattern, which is
usually observed with significantly disordered materials, is
practically impossible to be tackled by traditional tools for
structure determination such as the Rietveld technique. However,
as we demonstrate later, once reduced to the corresponding
atomic PDF, experimental diffraction data becomes a structure
sensitive quantity, lending itself to structure determination.

PDF Analysis of the Diffraction Data. The frequently used
atomic PDF,G(r), is defined as follows:

where F(r) and Fo are the local and average atomic number
densities, respectively, andr is the radial distance.G(r) gives
the number of atoms in a spherical shell of unit thickness at a
distancer from a reference atom. It peaks at characteristic
distances separating pairs of atoms and hence reflects the atomic
structure.G(r) is the Fourier transform of the experimentally
observable total structure factor,16 S(Q), i.e.,

whereQ is the magnitude of the wave vector (Q ) 4π‚sinθ/λ).
The structure factor (essentially normalized intensityS(Q)) is
related to the coherent part of the total diffracted intensity of
the material as follows:

where Icoh(Q) is the coherent scattering intensity per atom in
electron units andci and fi are the atomic concentration and
X-ray scattering factor, respectively, for the atomic species of
type i. The reduced structure factorQ[S(Q) - 1] extracted from
the powder XRD pattern of Figure 1a is shown in Figure 1b.
The corresponding atomic PDF,G(r), is plotted in Figure 2.
All data processing was done using the program RAD.17 A
comparison between the data in Figure 1a,b exemplifies the
substantially different way the same diffraction features show

Figure 1. Powder diffraction pattern (a) and reducedQ[S(Q) - 1]
structure factor (b) for Ag0.4MoS2 (λ ) 0.1534 Å). The inset in panel
(a) represents the high-Q region of the data in an expanded scale.

G(r) ) 4πr[F(r) - Fo] (1)

Figure 2. Comparison between the experimental PDF for Ag0.4MoS2

(circles) and model PDFs (line) based on (a) hexagonal 2H-MoS2 type
structure, (b) triclinic LiMoS2 type structure predicted by ab initio
simulations,19 and (c) triclinic LiMoS2 type structure obtained from a
PDF study.9b The model (a) has a linear AgS2 moiety while the silver
ions in models (b) and (c) are located in the Li site in the previously
reported triclinic lattices (refs 12b and 24).

G(r) ) (2/π) ∫Q)o

Qmax Q[S(Q) - 1] sin(Qr) dQ (2)

S(Q) ) 1 + [Icoh(Q) - ∑ ci|fi(Q)|2]/|∑ ci fi(Q)|2 (3)
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up in the powder XRD patterns and in the corresponding
structure factors after intensity normalization according to eq
3. The XRD pattern in Figure 1a is dominated by strong Bragg-
like peaks at lowerQ values, and in this form, it is mainly
sensitive to long-range atomic ordering in materials. However,
normalized scattering structure factors extracted from the XRD
pattern according eq 3, all of the diffraction features including
those at higher values ofQ appear equally strong (see Figure
1b). This enhances the sensitivity to local atomic ordering and
makes the Fourier coupleQ[S(Q) - 1]/PDF an experimental
quantity well-suited to study the structure of materials with
limited structural coherence. That Ag0.4MoS2 is such a material
is clearly seen in Figure 2 showing the experimental PDF
decaying to zero already at∼22-25 Å. In contrast, the PDF of
a perfectly crystalline compound such as 2H-MoS2 persists to
very long real space distances (see Figure 2b in ref 12b).

Results
The atomic PDF technique has been the approach of choice

in characterizing glasses and liquids for a long time.16,18 Its
application to crystalline materials with considerable intrinsic
disorder coupled with the ability to perform structure determi-
nation and even structure refinement is relatively recent.19,20The
PDF-based structure determination begins with the selection of
a plausible structural model including a unit cell and atomic
coordinates. A model PDF is calculated and compared with the
experimental one. Structural parameters such as unit cell
constants, atomic positions, and thermal factors are then refined
in a way similar to other structure refinement procedures (e.g.,
Rietveld analysis) in order to improve the agreement between
the calculated and the experimental PDFs. An important
difference between Rietveld and PDF analyses is that with the
latter the structure determination is directed by the experimental
PDF data in real space, whereas with the former it is directed
by the diffraction pattern in reciprocal space. The refinement
fit was done with the program PDFFIT21. In comparing with
experiment, the model PDF is convoluted with Sinc function,
S(r) ) sin(Qmaxr)/r, to account for the truncation of the
experimental data atQmax. The refinement process is terminated
when all important details in the experimental PDF are well-
reproduced. The usual goodness-of-fit indicator,RG,

is used to estimate the success of the structure determination
and to discriminate between competing structure models. Here,
Gexp and Gcalcd are the experimental and calculated PDFs,
respectively, andwi is the weighting factor reflecting the
statistical quality of the individual data point. The agreement
factor RG introduced by eq 4 tends to be greater than the
agreement factors reported in most single-crystal and Rietveld
refinements. This does not indicate an inferior structure refine-
ment but merely reflects the fact that the PDF function being
fit is very different from the one fit in a single-crystal or Rietveld
refinement. Unlike the latter, which represents a function
minimized in reciprocal space,RG represents a function
minimized in real space. By nature, this quantity is much more
sensitive to local atomic ordering. As a result,RG values higher
than 20% are common with PDF structure determinations.12,20

The inherently higher absolute value of the goodness-of-fit
factors resulting from PDF-based refinements does not affect
its functional purpose as a residuals function that must be
minimized to find the best fit and as a quantity allowing to
differentiate between competing structural models.

To determine the structure of Ag0.4MoS2, we constructed
several models using the reported structures of 2H-MoS2,
LiMoS2, and restacked WS2 as trial ones. In all models, we
adjusted the (MoS2) interlayer distance according to the position
of the first Bragg peak in the experimental XRD data (d002 )
6.917 Å) and then positioned the Ag atoms in appropriate inter-
layer sites with distinct local symmetry (e.g., tetrahedral, octa-
hedral, linear, etc.). The first structural model examined was
based on the 2H-MoS2 structure type (space groupP63/mmc)22

with silver atoms having two sulfur atoms as nearest neighbors
(i.e., linear S-Ag-S units).23 As can be seen in Figure 2a, the
model fails to reproduce the basic features of the experimental
PDF, in particular the strong feature at 3.2 Å. Two other models
based on 2H-MoS2 type structure with Ag atoms in tetrahedral
and octahedral coordination were considered as well. These
models showed even larger disagreement with the experimental
PDF data and indicated that the atomic ordering in Ag-
intercalated MoS2 is substantially different from that in pristine
MoS2.

Next, we turned our attention to structure models of lower
overall crystallographic symmetry and considered the structure
of LiMoS2 as a starting point. One model was constructed by
substituting Ag+ for Li+ ions in the triclinic structure of LiMoS2
(space groupP1h) predicted by ab initio model calculations.24

The model performed somewhat better but still could not
reproduce important details in the experimental PDF data (see
Figure 2b). Another model was constructed by substituting Ag+

for Li+ ions in another triclinic LiMoS2 structure found by our
previous PDF studies (space groupP1h).12b This model also
displayed marked disagreement with the experimental data (see
Figure 2c). The results showed that although Ag+ and Li+ are
of the same valence state in the MoS2 host, they do not adopt
similar local environments.

Finally, we approached the structure of Ag0.4MoS2 by consi-
dering the atomic arrangement found in restacked WS2.12 Three
models were constructed featuring three possible local environ-
ments for Ag+ ions with linear, octahedral, and tetrahedral
coordination of sulfur atoms, respectively, according to the
constraints of space groupP1121. As can be seen in Figure 3,
the models with Ag in octahedral (Figure 3c) and tetrahedral
coordination (Figure 3b) are capable of reproducing some of
the basic features of the experimental PDF data but fail in the
details. From all models considered, only the one with almost
linear S-Ag-S units reproduces all details in the experimental
data (Figure 3a). The correspondingRG value was 33.8%, which
is comparable to the previously reportedRG values for “restacked”
WS2 and LiMoS2. Considering that Ag0.4MoS2 was prepared
by a soft chemistry encapsulative restacking route and hence
possesses a high degree of disorder, the level of agreement
achieved is quite good and acceptable. The refined structural
parameters are presented in Table 1. Selected bond distances
and bond angles are summarized in Table 2.

Discussion

As the results of the PDF study show, the 3D structure of
Ag-intercalated MoS2 is well-described in a monoclinic unit cell
(space groupP1121) with cell constantsa ) 3.250(1) Å,b )
5.706(1) Å,c ) 13.867(3) Å, andγ ) 89.77°. There are four
formula units of Ag0.4MoS2 in the cell. The occupancy of Ag
ions on (2a) positions refined to a value of 0.74, leading to the
stoichiometry of Ag0.37MoS2, in good agreement with the

RG ) {∑ wi(Gi
exp - Gi

calcd)2

∑ wi(Gi
exp)2 }1/2

(4)
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chemical formula Ag0.4MoS2 determined from microprobe EDS
analyses. A fragment of the crystal structure is shown in Figure
4.

As shown in Figure 5a, Ag atoms have two nearest S
neighbors at 2.41 and 2.46 Å making a bond angle, S-Ag-S,
of 160.6°. The presence of only two S atoms around Ag is in
agreement with the results of recent EXAFS studies.8a The
average Ag-S bond distance is consistent with those determined
from the EXAFS experiments and crystallographic (Ag-S) bond
distance in Ag2S (2.43 Å).25

In addition to the two nearest sulfur neighbors, each Ag ion
has three more distant sulfur neighbors at 3.05-3.15 Å (see
Figure 5a). These second neighbor atoms are probably respon-
sible for the marked deviation of the S-Ag-S angle from the
ideal 180°. If these three second neighbor sulfur atoms are
considered to be at a weakly bonding distance, the total

coordination environment of Ag becomes highly irregular. Given
the large difference in Ag-S distances between the first and
the second sulfur atom neighbors, the local structure of the metal
is practically linear. The minimum Ag-Ag separation in Ag0.4-
MoS2 is 3.25 Å and not 2.91 Å as suggested by EXAFS
experiments.8aPerhaps the 2.91 Å distance can now be explained
in terms of the three distant S neighbors at 3.05-3.15 Å.

It is interesting to discuss why Ag prefers a 2-coordinate
geometry in this case even though it is also capable of adopting
higher coordination numbers such as 3, 4, and 6. One reason
might be that the trigonal pyramidal sulfur atoms direct their
filled p orbitals (lone pair of electrons) perpendicularly to the
MoS2 slabs in the van der Waals space. This makes sulfur
somewhat phosphorus-like with a lone pair (mainly a filled p
orbital) and available for coordination; see schematic representa-
tion in Figure 6. This arrangement is best for linear coordination
particularly when atoms with linear bonding propensity such
as Cu, Ag, and Au are present in the intralamellar space as we
observed.

The MoS2 slabs in Ag0.4MoS2 are made of severely distorted
edge-shared MoS6 octahedra (Figure 4a,b) just like those found
in restacked WS2. They are very different from those in 2H-
MoS2, which are made of trigonal prismatic MoS6 units. While
there is only one type of first neighbor Mo-S distance of 2.37
Å in 2H-MoS2, the first neighbor Mo-S distances in Ag0.4-
MoS2 vary from 2.28 to 2.80 Å, as summarized in Table 2.
The distortion of MoS2 slabs is also documented by the values
of S-Mo-S bond angles. In contrast to the unique bond angles
of 79.1 and 83.8° in 2H-MoS2, the S-Mo-S bond angles in
Ag0.4MoS2 vary from 74.7 to 118.5°. The severe deformation
in MoS6 coordination sphere reflects the departure of Mo atoms
from the positions in their original hexagonal lattice and their
shift toward each other to form zigzag chains with Mo-Mo
bonds of 2.70 and 2.85 Å; see Figure 5b. The Mo-Mo distances
along thea- and b-axes are estimated to be 3.25 and 3.86-
3.95 Å, respectively (see Figure 5b).

The arrangement of Mo atoms in Ag0.4MoS2 is nearly
identical to that of W atoms in restacked WS2.12a It is however
quite different from the “diamond chain” clustering motif
occurring in LiMoS2. This is a consequence of the different
oxidation states of Mo atoms in the two compounds. In Ag0.4-
MoS2, the Mo atoms are formally in a mixed valance state of
Mo3+ (40%)/Mo4+ (60%) whereas in LiMoS2 all Mo atoms are
present formally as Mo3+ ions. The mixed valence state does
not permit a complete interaction with three adjacent Mo ions
as in LiMoS2. Instead, it results in only two short Mo-Mo
distances.

Figure 3. Comparison between the experimental PDF for Ag0.4MoS2

(circles) and model PDFs (line) based on the monoclinically distorted
WTe2 type structure occurring in restacked WS2. Model (a) features
linear AgS2 units, (b) tetrahedral AgS4 units, and (c) octahedral AgS6

units.

TABLE 1: Positional Parameters (x,y,z) and Isotropic
Thermal Displacement Factors,Uij, of Ag, Mo, and S Atoms
in Ag0.4MoS2 as Determined by a PDF-Directed Structure
Refinement

x y z U11 (Å2) U22 (Å2) U33 (Å2)

Ag(1) 0.3199(12) 0.3594(6) 0.2934(2) 0.0323(7) 0.0320(8) 0.0121(6)
Mo(1) 0.9679(3) 0.7307(1) 0.5106(1) 0.0145(1) 0.0075(1) 0.0380(4)
Mo(2) 0.4944(3) 0.8849(1) 0.0464(1) 0.0145(1) 0.0075(1) 0.0380(4)
S(1) 0.0084(13) 0.0086(3) 0.6541(1) 0.0140(3) 0.0100(2) 0.0193(5)
S(2) 0.4654(10) 0.4928(4) 0.1322(1) 0.0140(3) 0.0100(2) 0.0193(5)
S(3) 0.5770(4) 0.1244(5) 0.8948(1) 0.0140(3) 0.0100(2) 0.0193(5)
S(4) 0.0045(14) 0.3333(5) 0.4543(1) 0.0140(3) 0.0100(2) 0.0193(5)

TABLE 2: Selected Interatomic Distances and Bond Angles
in Ag0.4MoS2. The esd’s in distances and angles are better
than 0.01 Å and 0.1 deg.

atoms distance (Å) atoms angles (deg)

Ag(1)-S(1) 3.05, 3.59 S(1)-Ag(1)-S(2) 160.6
Ag(1)-S(2) 2.41, 3.64 S(1)-Mo(1)-S(2) 77.2, 79.9
Ag(1)-S(3) 3.11, 3.28 S(1)-Mo(1)-S(3) 106.4, 109.3
Ag(1)-S(4) 2.46, 3.15 S(2)-Mo(1)-S(2) 74.7
Mo(1)-Mo(2) 2.70, 2.85 S(2)-Mo(1)-S(3) 99.1, 101.3
Mo(1)-Mo(1) 3.25 S(2)-Mo(1)-S(4) 74.7, 76.6
Mo(2)-Mo(2) 3.25 S(3)-Mo(1)-S(3) 83.8
Mo(1)-S(1) 2.55 S(3)-Mo(1)-S(4) 94.7, 97.7
Mo(1)-S(2) 2.54, 2.80 S(1)-Mo(2)-S(1) 90.4
Mo(1)-S(3) 2.34, 2.53 S(1)-Mo(2)-S(2) 84.2, 87.5
Mo(1)-S(4) 2.40 S(1)-Mo(2)-S(3) 108.9, 118.5
Mo(2)-S(1) 2.28, 2.29 S(1)-Mo(2)-S(4) 90.1, 90.4
Mo(2)-S(2) 2.54 S(2)-Mo(2)-S(4) 76.5, 79.7
Mo(2)-S(3) 2.52 S(3)-Mo(2)-S(4) 76.4, 84.9
Mo(2)-S(4) 2.41 S(4)-Mo(2)-S(4) 84.7
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Conclusions

The 3D structure of a MoS2-intercalated material, AgxMoS2,
prepared using soft chemistry, was determined for the first time
with the atomic PDF technique. Although disordered over long
ranges (>25 Å), AgxMoS2 is a nanocrystalline material with
substantial local and intermediate order. At the atomic scale,
the structure is a stacked assembly of parallel MoS2 slabs, made
of distorted MoS6 octahedra and zigzag Mo-Mo chains,

sandwiching linearly coordinated Ag atoms. The new structural
information obtained for AgxMoS2 could not have been obtained
by any other currently available technique. It can be used to
better understand and perhaps predict the material’s properties
and enable sophisticated theoretical calculations to be performed
by providing the proper structural model. This work also clearly
demonstrates the usefulness and power of the PDF technique
in studying the structures of highly disordered, poorly diffract-
ing, and nanocrystalline materials.
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toward an intercalated metal atom.
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